
Redgrove Papers: other materials

Archive 

Ref. No.
Item Description

1

Notebook 1 of two (other notebook has Ref No 2) entitled 'The Black Goddess and the Unseen Real' First Draft, dated 25 October 1985; 389 pages but 

only numbered up to page 353; pages are filled with cuttings and articles from newspapers, typed and handwritten notes, and pictures, all pasted onto 

the pages of the notebook; there is some correspondence pasted into the notebook - see letters with Ref No 1 . 01; poems slotted into the notebook are 

'The Goging Stool (Mudlark VI)' which was slotted in at page 213, and 'At The Cosh-Shop' 2nd page, slotted in at page 323, though we presume these 

were to be used for the writing of notes on the other side; also, a half-page of notes with References in Draft Book written on the top was slotted in at 

page 213.

2

Notebook 2 of two (other notebook has Ref No 1) entitled 'The Black Goddess and the Unseen Real' First Draft, dated (25 October 1985); 240 pages of 

handwritten and typed notes with a few pictures and articles pasted in; there is some correspondence also pasted into the notebook (see letters with 

Ref No 2 . 01); a poem entitled 'Eden' is pasted into the first page (the numbering of the pages begins directly after this).

3

Two note-size, handwritten, pages on Conjunctio and Menst. dated 7th and 8th September, 1985; six handwritten pages, various sizes, on Jung and his 

Shadow; 26 pages of handwritten notes, mainly entitled V (five) WEDDING (the page dated 16th November, 1985 came attached to 'Viewpoint: A New 

Meaning of Meaning', TLS, 8 November 1985); ten pages of typed notes entitled 'Surrealism and Christianity' by Sylvia Kantaris; five pages of printed 

notes by Eileen Herzberg entitled 'The Dentist and the Needle' about acupuncture at the dentist; photocopy of page viii and page 1 of 'New Phoenix 

Wings' by Simon Stuart (Routledge and Kegan Paul Ltd, 1979); article from Healthy Living, April 1985, entitled 'Health at Fingertips'; various articles from 

New Scientist, dated 1 September 1983, 31 January 1985, 7 February 1985, 28 November 1985, 10 April 1986, and 14 August 1986; articles and reviews 

from the TLS as follows:- 'The Nobody's unnoticeable nipple', Peter Kemp, 12 October 1984, 'The Orchard and the Swamp', Alan Ryan, 1 March 1985, 

'Yours prodigally', Michael Holroyd, 31 May 1985, 'Viewpoint: A New Meaning of Meaning', George Steiner, 8 November 1985 (came attached to page of 

handwritten notes, see above), 'Complex Machinations', Zachary Leader, 3 January 1986 (along with other short articles on the same page); pieces from 

the Sunday Times as follows:- 'Irish eyes a-glaring', 27 January 1985, article on the progress of a brain-damaged child, extracted from 'Doran: Child of 

Courage' by Linda Scotson, 27 January 1985, 'Happiness is a brand new face', 11 November 1984; 'Is there life after Aids?', 20 October 1985 (and other 

short articles on the same page); television listing for 'Bulldog Drummond's Secret Police'; various information leaflets for the National Federation of 

Spiritual Healers.   All the articles and pages here are primary material for the writing of 'The Black Goddess and the Sixth Sense' .

4

Eighty seven numbered pages of background handwritten notes for 'The Black Goddess' dated between 01/09/84 and 23/10/85, the majority of which 

have 'V (five) WEDDING' written as a title; notes include articles:- 'Could dinosaurs have become intelligent' (page 20), 'Fifty years on' - TLS May 24th 

1985 (page 48); correspondence is on pages 55 and 75 (see letters with Ref No 4 . 01).
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5

This consists of three notebooks, Ref No 5 a, Ref No 5 b and Ref No 5 c; the first notebook (5 a) has as a title page 'Two Excerpts from 'The Black Goddess 

and the Unseen Real' - Drafts of Chapter II and Chapter III In Part'; this consists of 131 heavily corrected typed notes, a summary of the remaining part of 

chapter III, and of chapters IV and V, and the accompanying notes to chapters written in longhand at the back. The second notebook (5 b) is a 

continuation of the first, beginning with page 132 and going to page 250; this consists of the rest of Chapter III, Chapter IV, and Chapter V; the pages of 

this notebook have very few corrections on them; there is a poem at the end of the notebook by Penelope Shuttle called 'Act of Love'. The third 

notebook (5 c) consists of 204 pages, though pages 1 to 35 are chapter one of 'The Black Goddess and The Unseen Real', and the remaining pages, 

numbered 1 to 169 are a corrected typed copy of the pages of notebook 5 a.

6

This consists of a number of folders (ten in all) containing the typed out version of 'The Black Goddess and the Sixth Sense' with various cuts and changes 

made before publication (predominantly to the Introduction and first chapter); the folders contain the copy-notes for proof, chapter 1 (which has three 

folders containing various revisions), chapter 2, chapter 3 (which has two folders), chapter four, chapter five and the Appendix, and the notes to 

chapters and works cited; the copy notes folder has various articles and cuttings, and some short correspondence concerning 'The Black Goddess and 

the Sixth Sense'.

7

On the front of the box this material came in was written 'Black Goddess Typed Original - notes for each chapter are at the end of chapters and not 

together at end of manuscript'; the material is a typed copy of 'The Black Goddess and the Sixth Sense' , but is not strictly in order and has changes 

pasted onto original sheets.     We have left the pages in the order they arrived in as this may have some bearing on the creative process.

8

Photocopy of 'Practical Methods in transpersonal Psychology' by John Heron, May 1975 (16 pages including title page, contents page, and references); 

two photocopied pages taken from 'Sigmund Freud and the Jewish Mystical Tradition' by David Bakan, pp 228-291; copy of typed article (23 pages 

including references) by unknown author entitled 'Sexuality, Imagery and Creativity'; articles from the New Scientist dated 18 October 1984, 6 December 

1984, and 14 February 1985; article entitled 'Anatomist explains brain function as 'hologramic'', from Brain/Mind Bulletin, March 9th, 1981, with a short 

note attached to it mentioning equipotentiality of cerebral cortex; article (2 pages) entitled 'Gemini' (author unknown) discussing achieving altered 

states of consciousness in pairs; article from the Sunday Times magazine by Marjorie Wallace dated 20th January 1985, entitled 'Bright as a New Born 

Baby' (pp 18-25), discussing the intelligence of babies; article from the Sunday Times Review dated 20th January 1985, entitled 'Doran Will Walk Tall' 

about a drain damaged child by Linda Scotson (see also Ref No 3 for an extract the following week entitled 'Doran: Child of Courage'); article entitled 

'The message in a tub of natural yogurt' from The Guardian, 28th February 1985, by Roy Fuller; article taken from the Sunday Times (undated) entitled 

'Go to school - and have fewer babies' by Tarzie Vittachi; page 3/4 of The Observer, 2nd March 1980, including an article entitled 'Colds 'are all in the 

mind' '; illustration entitled 'The complete polarity circle'; six photocopied pages (pp 153-163) from 'Zen Flesh, Zen Bones' by Paul Reps; handwritten 

note; folder containing the above has been kept as the proposal for, presumably, 'The Black Goddess and the Sixth Sense' is pasted onto it.
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9

Title page of 'Flaubert: The Making of the Master' and a copy of pp 140-141, along with a compliment slip from Phillip Hodson; article entitled 'Ions - 

how they affect the way you feel' by Anne Brocklehurst (unknown origin but possibly from a copy of Forum); handwritten note in Redgrove's writing 

mentioning dream images; copy of synopsis for 'Mirror of the Goddess: A Practical Handbook of Menstrual Alchemy' (see letter with Ref No 9 . 08, dated 

13/10/78); compliment slip from Phillip Hodson with copies of two references - one mentions Aubrey Beardsley's 'Under The Hill', the Evergreen Review, 

and Hell's Angels, and the other is from 'The Longest War' by Carol Tavris and Carole Offir (pp 111-119); photocopied pages of unknown origin with 

Alteration of Smell and Other Perceptions written on the top of it by Redgrove; copies of chapter IV of David Bakan's 'The Duality of Human Existence, 

(pp 102-153) along with a handwritten note with reference to this photocopy; article from the Sunday Times, 26th February 1984 entitled 'Freud: 

collected fiction' by Anthony Storr; pages from the New Scientist dated 15th August 1985 and 12th September 1985; article from Cosmopolitan entitled 

'Cycles of Desire', dated September 1980 (pp 116-120); copy of Forum, Volume 11 No. 11, 1979; various loose pages from Forum; three pages of notes; 

two library book request cards.

10 26 pages of draft typed and handwritten notes for 'The Black Goddess and the Sixth Sense'  dated November 1984 to November 1986.

11

Redgrove's original typing for chapter II of 'The Black Goddess and the Sixth Sense', Extra-Sensuous Perception (this is classed as chapter III according to 

the material but is chapter II in the published book), heavily corrected and corresponding closely to the published version; the notes for reference are 

handwritten; material comprises 107 pages.

12
100 typed poems by Peter Redgrove; there are no notes on any of these poems, and the folder they arrived in had written on it Poems for Reading, 2nd 

Choice; there is also a note with Check American Photocopies with Acceptances written on it.

13
126 typed poems by Peter Redgrove; there are no notes on any of these poems, and the folder they arrived in had written on it Poems For Readings - 

June '83.

14
Typed pages of 'The Black Goddess and the Sixth Sense'; the folder had written on it B.G.A.U.R. Penelope's Reading - Copy, 2nd Draft (1st PR carbon) 7th 

July 86; there are a few notes written on the pages.

15

Photocopies of Redgrove's typing of chapter III of 'The Black Goddess and the Sixth Sense'  (though this material is what is now chapter II in the 

published book), along with notes to accompany the chapter (both draft and revised), a few handwritten small pages, and a page from the New Scientist 

letters page, 13th January 1983.

16
The folder containing this material had B.G. V (five) - Photocopies of PR's Draft and PR's Original, 1 Dec 86 written on it; the material has corrections on it 

and forms what became chapter IV in the published book.

17
The folder containing this material had written on it B.G. IV - Penelope's Carbon - and B.G. V (five) of Peter's Typing; the typed pages have very few notes 

on them and have been left in the origianl order.

18
The folder containing this material had written on it B.G. IV - My (Peter Redgrove) Typed Original Version 27 Nov 86; the material actually consists of 

both typed and handwritten notes, heavily corrected, including the reference notes for the corresponding chapter.
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19

The folder containing this material had written on it Rosemary - B.G. Chapter I & II, Peter's Copy with Original Carbon, Now Revised - Revision Done on 

Penelope's Carbon; the material consists of good typed copies of chapters 1 and 2, with notes, and some heavily corrected typed pages; the material has 

been left in the order it arrived in.

20 A number of examination answer booklets for an exam taken on 16/12/74 for a course Redgrove taught at Colgate called 'Poetry and Magic'.

21
A large volume of pages which are search results for books and articles for what looks like the background reading for 'The Black Goddess and the Sixth 

Sense'; one of the searches was done on Index Medicus, and there is an explanatory sheet of how to interpret the index to accompany the printouts.

22

Copy of essay by Joseph Bristow from English: The Journal of the English Association, Autumn, 1982 entitled 'Bizarrest Notions' (pp 267-273), discussing 

'The Apple-Broadcast and Other New Poems'; short review from the E. (possibly Eastern) Daily Press of 'The Apple-Broadcast and Other New Poems' 

(01/03/82) attached to a note from Redgrove to an unknown person on a Routledge and Kegan Paul Ltd postcard, regarding the review; a cover note 

from Varsity Publication Ltd for an article about Sotheby's International Poetry competition 1982 on behalf of the Arvon Foundation, in which Redgrove 

is quoted (undated), which also came attached to a cover note for an offprint of a review of 'The Apple-Broadcast and Other New Poems' which 

appeared in English Studies, vol. 63, no. 5, p. 440, along with the review; Poetry in Translation by Michael Hamburger (The Literary Review); copy of a 

letter by Stuart Brown to the Literary Review (January 1980) on the teaching of creative writing; review of 'The Weddings at Nether Powers' in The 

Cornish Chough, Spring 1980, entitled Between the Lines; pp 441-442 from English Studies Vol 61 No 5; pp 53-57 of Poetry Review Vol 70 No 3, entitled 

A Conference in a Sandgrain, about 'The Weddings at Nether Powers'; pp 19-22 of Samphire Vol 3 No 7, a review on Peter Redgrove; copy of 'Tradition 

and Experiment in English Poetry' by Philip Hobsbaum; copy of Comforters, an article on Redgrove's poetry, by Stewart Brown; copy of an article entitled 

Private and Public Languages, by Alan Jenkins, from Encounter November 1982; article by Peter Redgrove entitled Taking a Share in Inspiration from the 

Guardian, 23rd November 1982, about women writers; information/booking form for a workshop with Peter Redgrove and Peter Wiegold; poem by 

Peter Redgrove called From The Windows of Bed; leaflet for the Matchlight Readers; various articles, reviews and pages on:- 'The Apple-Broadcast and 

Other New Poems', 'The Wise Wound', 'The Beekeepers', 'The Facilitators', 'Cornwall in Verse', 'The Weddings at Nether Powers', and 'Florent and the 

Tuxedo Millions' winning the Prix Italia Prize; Redgrove's award from the Arts Council of Great Britain, and the Arvon Poetry Competition; review of 

Temenos from Harvest, by James Greene, mentioning Redgrove's poems The Second Earthquake and Delivery Hymn (undated); copies of Outposts - 

Winter 1979, Argo - Spring 1980, Delta - No 62, Delta - No 57, Delta - No 58, Poetry Review - Vol 74 No 2-3 (Peter Redgrove Special Issue), The Journal of 

Analytical Psychology - July 1979 (a review of 'The Wise Wound' is contained here, relevant to letters with reference number 84 . 40), and Ilkley 

Literature Festival - 10-19 July 1981; brochures advertising Redgrove's tour of Wales from 11-15 October (no year given); The Cornish Banner - August 

1982; programme for Matchlight Poetry - 16th July 1981; programme for the North Devon Readings (undated); leaflets for ICA Gallery Cinema Theatre 

Events, and for Imagination and Reality, the Dartington conference, April 5th-9th 1983.
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23

The following information came attached to specific letters:- article by Karen E. Paige entitled Women Learn to Sing the Menstrual Blues - Psychology 

Today, September 1973 (see letter with Ref No 23 . 01); letter from Margaret Drabble to the Guardian, 21 October 1975 called Words, welcome and 

wasted (see letter with Ref No 23 . 02, 12/11/75); copy of transcript for Words programme by Margaret Drabble discussing the language we use to talk 

about menstruation (see letter with Ref No 23 . 02, 16/11/75); article by June Redgrove entitled Sex Differences in Information Processing: a Theory and 

Its Consequences (see letter with Ref No 23 . 04, 11/08/76); eleven pages of notes, a review from the Sunday Times entitled The Making of a Female 

Criminal about Carol Smart's book 'Women, Crime and Criminology', and an article from New Scientist entitled Memes and The Evolution of Culture, 28 

October 1976 - all were attached to letters with Ref No 23 . 05; parts of three articles, 'Five Chimneys: The Story of Auschwitz' (1947), 'Beyond the Last 

Path' (1947), and 'Human Behaviour in the Concentration Camps' (1953), which were attached to letter with Ref No 23 . 06. The rest of the material, 

which is printed and photocopied, and of which there is a high volume, make up Chapter II note material for 'The Wise Wound'.

24

3 page manuscript by Theo Theocharis entitled Science Versus Myth, and recent contributions to Felix (Imperial College Student Union Newspaper) and 

Wireless World entitled Modern Physics And The Irrational, and What Is An Electron, respectively (see letter with Ref No 24 . 12); copy of an article by 

Marilyn Pearce entitled Women's Liberation Redefined (eight pages, 1981) - see letter with Ref No 24 . 54; information about The Wellbeing Centre, sent 

by Denise Pyle (see Ref No 24 . 57); copy of a poem by Keith Turner called Death Wishes (see Ref No 24 . 70); copy of a review by Anne Stevenson of 'The 

Reader, the Text, the Poem: The Transactional Theory of the Literary Work' by Louise M. Rosenblatt (1978), which appeared in The Modern Language 

Review, October 1981; September 1981 list of new books and postal ordering information from Watkins Bookshop; miscellaneous notes for changes of 

address etc.

25

Pages 91-108 of Psychology Today, December 1974, consisting of two articles - The Therapist As Manipulator (pp. 91-95), and The Golden Mean of 

Roberto Assagioli (pp. 96-108); copy of exam questions for Poetry and Magic course which Redgrove taught at Colgate (1974); four sheets of a 

wordgame (The green knight slays the warty dragon); seven pages of handwritten notes on Orpheus, Jung, and Magic; various library book loan requests 

and miscellaneous short notes.

26

Folder of copied chapter from 'Selected Papers of Karl Abraham' with an introductory memoir by Ernest Jones, and translated by Douglas Bryan and Alix 

Strachey, Hogarth Press, 1927 - the chapter is chapter twenty two entitled Manifestations of the Female Castration Complex (pp. 338-369); the 

remainder of the folder consists of lists of abstracts to papers coming under various headings (unknown origin), some of which have been ripped out.
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27

Pages 206-213 of Jane Harrison's 'Prolegomena' ('Prolegomena to the Study of Greek Religion', 1908); pages 16-21 of a discussion about repression and 

Freud, entitled 'The Disease Called Man' (origin unknown); photocopy of a piece from The Times, 14/02/87, called Bees Knew Secret of Chernobyl 

Disaster; two photocopies of piece from New Scientist, 29/05/86, called Scientists as Self-deceivers; cut-out from The Times, 03/04/87, on a new British 

literary award of £25,000; cut-out TV listing for Now - Something Else, 24/04/89; number of copies of drafts for the page in 'The Black Goddess and the 

Sixth Sense' which follows the title page, beginning "To open this book is to enter a world of mythology and magic, ..."; copies of two design options for 

the jacket of 'The Black Goddess and the Sixth Sense'; invitation to the Bloomsbury launch party; article from The Sunday Times, 08/02/87, entitled 

Who's Afraid of Liz Calder (p. 52); 22 pages of A4 and notepad size handwritten notes; typed notes from Sarah-Jane Forder on the blurb for 'The Black 

Goddess and the Sixth Sense' (2 pages); 3 pages of typed notes on William Golding which were omitted from 'The Black Goddess and the Sixth Sense' 

(see letter dated 25/03/87).

28

Various reviews, articles, and letters of and about 'The Wise Wound'; various reviews of 'From Every Chink of the Ark', including an article by Douglas 

Dunn called For The Love Of Lumb in which 'From Every Chink of the Ark' is discussed (Encounter, January 1978, pp 78-83); a review of 'Rainsplitter in 

the Zodiac Garden', 'Miss Carstairs Dressed For Blooding', and 'The Glass Cottage'; a review of 'The Glass Cottage'; a mention of 'Sons of my Skin' in 

English Studies; two copies of a poem by Peter Redgrove called Shaving which appeared in the TLS (19/05/78); two copies of a poem by Peter Redgrove 

called Diamond Day which appeared in the TLS (19/05/78); one copy of a poem by Peter Redgrove called Steel Queen which appeared in the TLS 

(23/06/78); article from Poetry Pick, Vol 3, No 9, Spring 1978, called Form and Content; article from Poetry Post, No 13, 1978, called New Poetry, 

covering an interview with Peter Redgrove by Stewart Brown; article from Forum (undated) about Erotic Massage for Women, and also some letters 

from the problem pages; part of an article by Peter Porter called Poetry, from Spectrum (undated); article by Neil Roberts called What Was My Error?, 

from Delta, No 57, Winter 1977 (also another copy of part of the same article); copy of review by Terry Eagleton of 'From Every Chink of the Ark' in 

Stand, Vol 19, No 2 - see letter with Ref No 28 . 08; copy of Craig Raine article on Redgrove's 'From Every Chink of the Ark' and Hughes' 'Gaudete' called 

Different Animals, from London Magazine, Vol 17, No 5, November 1977, along with various drafts of Redgrove's response - see letters with Ref No 28 . 

06; short article entitled Recent Publications by Some of the Poets Who Read for the Falmouth Poetry Group in 1976/77 (from Bridge I, January 1978); 

photograph of Peter Redgrove from The Guardian, September 26th (we are not given the year); review of the Faber Book of Epigrams and Epitaphs, 

called Scholarly, Touching and Indecent, from The Guardian, October 13th, 1977; miscellaneous page of letters to The Listener (undated); copy of 

Outposts, 116, Spring 1978; copy of a catalogue of The Group (1974) - see correspondence between Peter Redgrove and Ian Fletcher of the University of 

Reading; copy of Psychology Today magazine, July 1978; various material connected to Matchlight Poetry; various material connected to The Face Of 

Poetry; cover note from Who's Who with regards Redgrove's inclusion; cover note from the Hutchinson Publishing Group Limited for the proofs of 

Redgrove's contributions to New Poetry 4; order form for a copy of Poetry South East 2; flyer for Skin Music at the Cockpit Theatre; review of the 

Cornwall 1945-55 art exhibition (origin unknown); 2 pages of type entitled Some Press Opinions of Peter Redgrove as a Maker of Visual Images; note on 

a creative writing seminar run by Peter Redgrove as Gregory Fellow (a post he held in Leeds from 1962-65); list of Redgrove's publications and other 

activities for the academic year 1976-77; miscellaneous notes.
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29

Copy of review by Robert Nye of 'The Weddings at Nether Powers' from The Times (17/01/80) - see letters with Ref No 29 . 16; information leaflet for 

the Institute of Parascience (see 29 . 14 letters); information sheets for the Cambridge Poetry Festival 1981; flyers for Lunchtime Poetry at the Mermaid 

Theatre; copy of a review by Roger Garfitt of 'The Weddings at Nether Powers' which appeared in The London Review of Books, 20/03/80, entitled 

Transfigurations; photocopy of the front of a book of Michael Roberts' selected poems and prose; original and copy of an article from The Sunday Times 

(02/03/80) called They Eat Horses Don't They? (p. 50) by Lailan Young; blurb for a book by Frances Horovitz (see letters with Ref No 29 . 18); poem called 

Then by Paul Grégor plus a dossier of information on his interests (see letters with Ref No 29. 38); poem by Christine Evans called Puerperium; poems by 

Michael Farley entitled Sexton, The Journey-Tree, Carn Kenidzhek, and Only She Had Not Thought This; five pages of miscellaneous notepad size pages.

31

Various information, reports, and meeting agendas from the Arts Council of Great Britain, South West Arts, and the Writers' Union; four copies of a self 

made poetry booklet by Jim Dymond (1973); copy of a self made poetry booklet by Derek Power (1973); a large number of poems (anonymous), plus a 

copy of Redgrove's poem Frankenstein In The Forest (from 'Dr Faust's Sea-Spiral Spirit', 1972); miscellaneous papers, receipts, etc.

32
Thirteen self made poetry booklets by Sue Jackson (two of them are incomplete); a number of poems, presumably all by Jackson, though some have no 

name on them.

80
Included in the other material for reference number 80 are numerous New Scientist and newspaper articles, Peter Redgrove's 'Forbidden Lectures' 

material about menstrual related ideas, the 'Mirror of Dracula' lecture slides, and numerous copies of poems.

82

The letters with the beginning reference of 82 came with a folder filled with various articles, mostly from the New Scientist and the TLS, which had 

written on it "Vetted - Nothing for BG (i.e. 'The Black Goddess and the Sixth Sense')".  There are also eighteen photographs of Peter Redgrove, fish and 

water, and stones (of which a couple have Penelope Shuttle in them).

83

This bundle of material contains many articles, mainly from New Scientist; pieces of work by Selima Hill, Robin Lease, John Gurney, John Greening, John 

Sewell, and Arthur Stone (the first two won first prize and runner up prize respectively in the 1988 Arvon International Poetry Competition, so we 

presume the others were Arvon entries also); and some reproduced photographs of Peter Redgrove for 'The Man Named East', taken by Allan Titmuss, 

c1985 (re: 68 . 02 letter, where the photographs he is referring to are most probably these).

85

The material for this reference number, other than correspondence, includes draft outlines for 'The Other Bible', 'Princess of the Black Tower', 'Dracula 

in White', 'The Sin Doctor', and 'Grimm's Fairy Tales', and there are also some photocopies taken from the introduction to the Routledge edition of 

Grimm's Tales.   All the 85 records, with the exception on 85 . 07, are connected, and deal with the possibility of radio commissions for Redgrove.

86

The material for this reference number, other than correspondence, includes some printed pages from 'Gems From The Equinox' by Aleister Crowley 

(ed. Israel Regardie, Llewellyn Publications, 1974); some printed pages from 'De Arte Magica' by Aleister Crowley (Level Press); and a booklet entitled 

'Autobiography of the Unconscious: dialogues with inner selves on Id, Ego and Others', A. Irving Rosenberg, 1978.
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87
The material for this reference number, other than correspondence, includes four copies of Forum magazine, and photocopies of chapter 11, entitled 

Masturbation, of Rosetta Reitz's 'Menopause; A Positive Approach', The Harvester Press, 1979.

88
The material for this reference number, other than correspondence, includes a number of newspaper articles and cuttings all seemingly related in some 

way to God, Christianity, religion and women, and also a number of pages of brief notes along the same theme.

89

Correspondence and other material for this record came in a folder marked “Androgyny”, which includes some newspaper articles and reviews, a 

number of which are on the nature of sexuality; articles from the Journal of Personal and Social Psychology and the Journal of Consultative and Clinical 

Psychology, called Sex Role Adaptability: One Consequence of Psychological Androgyny, and The Measurement of Psychological Androgyny respectively; 

information leaflets on an occult club called The Golden Wheel; pages from 7th Ray, excerpts from The Panarion of Epiphanius (see 89 . 01 letters); a 

number of hand-written notes; some typed notes on Androgyny by Peter Redgrove; and a page of typed notes entitled New Fiction Symposium on Sex in 

Fiction.  There are also copies of pages from Forum magazine, Vol 10, number 10, December 1977, called How To Tell If You’re Homosexual, and a typed 

note entitled Self-Observed Prevalence of Human Vaginal Odors at Ovulation Time, sent to Redgrove and Penelope Shuttle by Anne Hooper of Forum 

magazine.

90

The Other Material for this record consists of some printed pages by Redgrove called The Sibyls of the Golden Dawn and is the synopsis for three plays 

called The Dawn of Magic, The Cracking of the Vault, and All Soul’s Night, plus some printed notes on the theme of the Golden Dawn and Yeats, and the 

dramatic treatment of it; Quarto (August 1980) article by Redgrove called The Crash of Symbols on Robert M. Stern and William J. Ray’s ‘Biofeedback: 

Potential and Limits’ (University of Nebraska Press) and Marghanita Laski’s ‘Everyday Ecstasy’ (Thames and Hudson); article by Redgrove and Penelope 

Shuttle called Male and Female Create We Them, on Joanna Bunker Rohrbaugh’s ‘Women: Psychology’s Puzzle’ (Harvester Press, 1980), and Nik Douglas 

and Penny Slinger’s ‘Sexual Secrets: The Alchemy of Ecstasy’ (Hutchinson, 1979); three photocopied pages from ‘The Wise Wound’; and a number of 

handwritten notes, many entitled Alan and ‘Deepening’ (referring to Alan Bleakley and the book Redgrove and Shuttle are writing).

91

The Other Material for this reference number includes: a menstrual cycle chart; two dream accounts, one by Patricia Beer which is discussed within the 

correspondence, and one by Andy Macarthur we presume (this name is written on the top in Redgrove’s handwriting) about a woman who ages with 

great speed during pursuit by an unknown attacker; some black and white photographs of paintings (photographer/artist unknown); and a number of 

handwritten notes with “Quest” as the major heading (sometimes “Guided Quest”).

92

The material for this reference number, other than correspondence, includes newspaper articles and written notes; copies of articles entitled Brain 

Power: A New Theory by Richard Restak, States of Consciousness and State-Special Sciences by Charles T. Tart, and The Daemon and The Night Sea by 

Ann McCoy; information on breathing exercises; an outline of ‘Deepening’; and an outline, with notes, of ‘The Fifth Window: Practical Sexuality and 

Creative Imagination’, referred to in 92 . 04 letters.
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93

Material for this reference number, other than correspondence, includes notes made on ‘The Wise Wound’ by Lawrence Durdin-Robertson, membership 

certificates for both Peter Redgrove and Penelope Shuttle for the FOI (Fellowship of Isis), and a number of information leaflets and copies of the Isian 

News (FOI magazine).

94

Copy of ‘The Runaway Bunny’ by Margaret Wise Brown, illustrations by Clement Hurd (Harper and Row, 1942); a number of New Scientist articles and 

newspaper cuttings; a number of pages of brief notes with ‘Deepening’ as the main title (rough notes and ideas jotted down); some printed pages 

entitled Lecture IV, about different types of medicine (“Unorthodox”, Traditional Chinese, Greek, and Medical Astrology); a copy of Scientific American, 

December 1979, on The Neanderthals; sections of Keats’ Ode To A Nightingale, and one entitled Time and the Third Moon, from ‘Poets’ Grammar’, 

Francis Berry, Routledge, 1958; article by H. J. Eysenck entitled Astrology - Science or Superstition? (from Encounter magazine); part of Encounter 

magazine from January 1980 with article by John Beloff entitled Coming To Terms with Parapsychology; part of Agenda magazine from 1979/1980 with 

article by Reginald Gibbons entitled Pound and the Gods; a page from a chapter of a book (unknown) entitled The Poet’s Vision: The New Earth and the 

Old, with four quotes on what constitutes genius and the wonder of seeing things anew; a chart representing the different stages in a woman’s cycle; a 

number of copies of a typed page entitled Complementary Studies Courses run by Peter Redgrove; and a number of miscellaneous items.

95

The material for this reference number, including the correspondence, came in a folder marked "Mirror of the Goddess - Central Material".  The 

material, other than correspondence, has been left in its original bundles, even though some of it is duplicated. The material comprises: a copy of the 

PBS Bulletin which also occurs in 95 . 03 record; a number of pages of handwritten and typed notes, and various draft synopses, for 'Deepening' (which is 

also called by 'The Mirror of the Goddess', 'Sexual Creativity', and 'Practical Sexuality for Creative Imagination'); various drafts of Quarto (August 1980) 

article by Redgrove called The Crash of Symbols on Robert M. Stern and William J. Ray’s ‘Biofeedback: Potential and Limits’ (University of Nebraska 

Press) and Marghanita Laski’s ‘Everyday Ecstasy’ (Thames and Hudson) - see 95 . 11 record, and also letter record with reference number 43 . 03, and 

other material record with reference number 90; a draft blurb for 'The Weddings at Nether Powers'; some printed pages entitled Alan Marshfield - 

Sketch for a Sexual Aesthetic (Extract); a number of draft pages for 'The Wise Wound', including sample chapters; synopsis of 'The Cycle and the Seer' 

(became 'The Wise Wound'); article by Redgrove called Imagination and Innocence which is about 'The Innocence Of Dreams' by Charles Rycroft 

(Hogarth Press, 1979); typed pages of a review by Redgrove on Angela Carter's 'The Bloody Chamber and Other Stories' (Gollancz, 1979) called Getting 

the Better of Bluebeard; copy of information booklet on Woman Magic exhibition; and various articles including one called A Sense of Magnetism about 

our sense of direction, and one by Redgrove for Quarto (1979) called Real Magic, which is a review of G. E. R. Lloyd's 'Magic, Reason and Experience: 

Studies in the Origin and Development of Greek Science' (Cambridge Univeristy Press) and Benjamin Walker's 'Body Magic' (Paladin).
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96

The other material for this record, excluding correspondence and material which has been related to specific correspondence (for example, copies of the 

article Art For Who's Sake? which is linked specifically to records with reference numbers 96 . 04, 96 . 09, and 96 . 12, indicated in the respective records, 

will not be included), includes: article taken from The Author (Summer 1973) entitled A Job For Writers by Peter Redgrove; an article by Redgrove called 

Surviving As A Poet; both typed and draft copies of A Cloud That's Dragonish, A Poet In Teaching: A Personal Account, Symbol Of Man, The Wet Dream of 

Albert Einstein, Real Magic, an outline of what inspired the writing of 'The Wise Wound', an article by Redgrove called Righting The Course for Words 

Worth Education Section (1:3), and a number of miscellaneous items. The newspaper cuttings and copies of newspaper cuttings for this record include: 

The Wrongs - And The Art Of Writing by Peter Redgrove (Education Guardian, 29/08/78); Tension and Taboo (review by Peter Redgrove and Penelope 

Shuttle in the TLS, 04/11/77, of 'The Curse' by Janice Delaney et al); review of G. Wilson Knight's 'Symbol of Man' by Redgrove called Expressing the 

Overself (TLS, 30/07/82); review of Charles Rycroft's 'The Innocence of Dreams' called Imagination and Innocence, by Redgrove (The Guardian, 1979); 

review by Redgrove of new verse called the Perfect Versus the Complete (The Guardian, 08/01/76); review by Redgrove of 'The Vampyre' by Christopher 

Frayling called The Vampire Stakes (Guardian Books, 19/10/78); review by Redgrove called Real Magic on G. E. R. Lloyd's 'Magic, Reason and 

Experience..' and Benjamin Walker's 'Body Magic'; copy of review by Redgrove and Penelope Shuttle called Male and Female Create We Them, on 

Joanna Bunker Rohrbaugh’s ‘Women: Psychology’s Puzzle’, and Nik Douglas and Penny Slinger’s ‘Sexual Secrets: The Alchemy of Ecstasy’, (TLS, 

18/07/80); review of Francis Huxley's 'The Dragon' by Redgrove entitled Dragon Power (Guardian, 25/10/79); and a review by Redgrove called 

Subjectivity Shared on Kathleen Raine's 'Blake and the New Age', 'From Blake to a Vision', and 'Blake and Antiquity'.

97

The material for this record, other than correspondence, includes an article from the American Journal of Psychiatry called The Menstrual Cycle with 

Vaginal Smear Studies in Schizophrenia, Depression and Elation (Vol. 98, 1942); a booklet by the Cheshire and North Wales Branch of the National 

Childbirth Trust called Stork Talk; various New Scientist articles; and various newspaper cuttings centring around issues relating to women, such as 

childbirth, menstruation, equal rights, and contraception; there are also two short articles on the effects of screen violence on the public, and an article 

from The Listener entitled Transcending Jung, by Judith Hubback (24/11/77).

98

Not including the New Scientist material directly relevant to 98 . 01 record, material for this record includes a typed copy of the article When Is A Curse 

Not A Curse?; the study by Diane Ruble entitled Premenstrual Symptoms: a Re-Interpretation (Science, 1977) which is discussed in 98 . 01 letter; and a 

number of pages from the British Standard for Bibliographical References.

99

The material for this record consists of a number of typed pages with handwritten notes on mainly entitled Animus Animal Anima and containing 

menstrual material outlined in 'The Wise Wound'; it also includes a number of pages of hand-written notes; a page from Psychology Today (July, 1976, 

Vol. 2, Number 7) with a short article on wrist-slashing called Wrist-Slashing - A Bloody Way To Health; and an article entitled Elimination of the Menses: 

Psychosocial Aspects by Warren B. Miller and Pamela J. Smith (1975).
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101

Included in the material for this record are two booklets, one called Poems Emerging From The Therapeutic Experience by Molly Harrower (Journal of 

Nervous and Mental Disease, Vol. 149, Number 2, 1969) and one for the Society for Personality Assessment Distinguished Contribution Award, given to 

Molly Harrower on 03/09/72 (from the Journal of Personality Assessment, Vol. 36, Number 6, December 1972).

102

The material for this record, excluding correspondence, includes: a number of handwritten notes on horror films and exorcism, along with newspaper 

articles on the same thing, four copies of film magazines, two magazines (called Monster Mag - Vol. 2, number 2, and Man, Myth and Magic - number 

32), and a copy of a booklet edited by Dom Robert Petitpierre called Exorcism, The Findings of a Commission Convened by the Bishop of Exeter, 1972 

(see 102 . 01 letters). a number of pages of handwritten notes with Teaching Tales as the title, along with some newspaper and magazine articles on 

teaching and on the Vatican's view of sex; an article on the ghost of the Black Dog, called The Black Dog, by Theo Brown; and a picture entitled The Virgin 

- 1913, stuck onto thick paper with two crescent moons stuck over it at the top and the bottom (see 102 . 02 letters). the outline of Redgrove's radio 

programme proposal entitled 'Sylvia Plath and the Door of the Moon.' (see 102 . 05 letter). pages copied from 'A Concordance to the Writings of William 

Blake' (edited by David V. Erdman, Vol I, Cornell University Press) detailing the occurrences of "Blood" and "Bloody" in Blake's writing (see 102 . 06 

letters). a number of notes and newspaper articles on ghosts, children's growing pains, Sylvia Plath, William Blake, and an article from the International 

Journal of Psychoanalysis called An Anthropological Note on the Theory of Pre-Natal Instinctual Conflict, by K. A. Menninger, 1939, Vol. 2; a large number 

of typed pages for the chapter in 'The Wise Wound' called The Menstruous Traveller (which is the final omitted chapter) plus typed pages of notes for 

the Sylvia Plath broadcast ('Sylvia Plath and the Door of the Moon', referred to above); and a large number of handwritten, miscellaneous notes.

103
The material for this record, consisting of a poem by Martin Bell and notes on his dreams, should be read in conjunction with 103 . 01 letters, as it 

relates directly to the discussion in that correspondence.

104

The material for this record includes a review of Bruno Bettelheim's 'The Uses of Enchantment' (Thames and Hudson, 1976) by Michael O'Donnell which 

appeared in New Scientist 28/10/76 (see 104 . 01 letters); a copy of Psychology Today magazine containing the Eva Figes article entitled The Myth of the 

Mother God (August 1976, Volume 2, Number 8 - see 104 . 03 letters); and a copy of Redgrove and Shuttle's article When Is A Curse Not A Curse?, with 

supporting notes, which they wrote for Psychology Today.

106

The material for this record, other than correspondence, includes a copy of D. M. Thomas' poem called The Rock (printed by the Sceptre Press, 1975, 

number 130 of 150 copies printed - see 106 . 01 letter); copy of an article by Marie Peel on Auden called Literature and Mr Auden (appeared in Books 

and Bookmen, October 1973 - see 106 . 03 letters); copy of Peter Dale's play 'Cell' (Agenda, Vol. 13, number 2) which is discussed in 96 . 02 letters; plus 

miscellaneous items and a number of pages of handwritten notes.   The material and correspondence for reference number 106 came in a folder with 

"Menstruous Traveller" written on the front.

175 Notes on the programme about the Cheltenham Festival - see letter dated 04/09/75, Ref No 175 . 01.
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176

Sketches for the Beyond Centre project (see letter with Ref No 176 . 04); photograph of Riber (see letters with Ref No 176 . 14); five small pages of notes 

connected with Ref No 176 . 18 letters; copy of brochure for Stroud Festival 1972 (see letter with Ref No 176 . 19); three pages of typed notes by P. J. 

Kavanagh entitled Notes Toward a Draft of a Supreme Study of Peter Redgrove's Poetry (see Ref No 176 . 34);  a certificate of posting; receipt for H. S. H. 

Watson - builder; seven library book reservation cards; nine order/enquiry cards for books from Routledge and Kegan Paul Ltd; note on Yeats' 

'Occultism' being due for return; eight pages on small notes; copy of an article entitled 'Worldly Possession' on William Blatty and 'The Exorcist', by 

Naseem Khan (the article is undated and we are not told which newspaper or journal it is from); piece of paper with 'Separate Reality' - Castaneda 

written on it; NHS receipt; certificate of posting (March 1972); note of three addresses; three certificates of posting (December 1971); order/enquiry 

card for Watkins Bookshop; note on the new wiring colours for plugs; South Western Electricity Board bill; scribbled receipt for something unknown.

177

Copyright agreement from The Hudson Review for 'The Glass Cottage'; notice of change of address for the production department of Routledge and 

Kegan Paul Ltd; the typescript for 'The Glass Cottage' which came with a covering note (Ref 177 . 10); three letters to the TLS concerning a review of 'The 

Glass Cottage' by Gay Clifford, dated 7th October, 12th November, and 31 December, 1976; information on 'The Glass Cottage' and on Redgrove, which 

was attached to letter with Ref No 177 . 01; review of 'The Glass Cottage' by Ken Smith from SW Arts, Issue 14, Nov/Dec 1976 (see letters with Ref No 

177 . 17); compliment slip and covering note for a first copy of their book, which is not named but will be 'The Glass Cottage'; two notes mentioning the 

radio play and the legal aspects of using a place-name.
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178

Copies of the brochure for the Stroud Festival competition for 1973, plus entry forms; copy of 'Asylum' (Poems 1973) by Derek Power; fair copies of 

poems (most poems have more than one copy, and all copies of each poem are not always the same) - 'The Sane Morning', 'Have No Fear', 'A New Skull', 

'Books', 'The Jack Staggstone', 'Turn Again', 'Millions Gone', 'An Adventure Up The Bible', 'Seven Sex-Songs', 'Plewags', 'Avenger of Sand', 'Peter, Mad 

Prince of Cornwall', 'Ruse', 'The Anniversary', 'The Riddle', 'The Touch', 'From 365 Stories About Her', 'Intimate Supper', 'The Country of Ancient Tunes', 

'The Soiled Man Lifts Up His Head', 'Rayfly and Nightshirt', 'Collonade of Teeth', 'Queen Tatavane', 'Landscape With Mountain Face', 'The House of Taps', 

'Ladywater', 'Four Ladyearth Canticles', 'Lover Hating Lover', 'The Bedside Clock', 'The Bulls and the Weasels', 'The Shirt, The Skull, and The Grape', 'From 

Love's Journeys', 'The Mother, The Daughter, and the Sighing Bridge', 'De Profundis', 'Family Impromptu', 'The Underwater City', 'Seasides I', 

'Conversation On A Box-Top', 'Navvy By Girls' School', 'Wedding Choir', 'The Landscape in the Mouth', 'Impatience', 'An Abstract of the Lakes', 'Doves In 

The Garden', 'Impressions of Law', 'Hush! The Sun', 'The Passenger', 'Childless I', 'Childless II', 'Dance The Round', 'The Eisel Drinkers', 'Moon and Grange', 

'The Return', 'Easter of the Vine', 'Quasimodo's Many Beds', 'The First Couple', 'Signs', 'The God-Trap', 'Scaregod', 'Damn' Great Oaths', 'The Million', 'A 

Small Death', 'Dr Faust's Sea-Spiral Spirit', 'Brainwall Corn-Ghost Horsestorm', 'Fluent Walker', 'Dune-Firer', 'The Snow-Shirt', 'Movement', 'Skins', 'Knight 

Sorceries', 'Sand Vengeance', 'Some Books, Some Authors', 'Brothel Allotment', 'For David', 'A Clean Wooden Granary', 'The Infestation With Divinity', 

'No Psychiatry Without Penalty', 'The Red Cups of Evening', 'The Archbishop's Retirement', 'The Postcard Month', 'Frankenstein in the Forest', 

'Christiana', 'The Psychologist and the Palace', 'Rushes 30571', Rushes 1671', 'The Flight of White Shadows', 'Darting, Pluming', 'The Bridewell Gift', ''The 

Sob', 'The Agnostic Visitor', 'Academic Winter', the Haunted Armchair', 'Minerals of Cornwall, Stones of Cornwall', 'Flowers for His First Wife', 'One Day 

Ironing' ; pink leaflet of 'The Jesus Apparition'; some lines from ; various drafts of front pages of 'Dr Faust's Sea-Spiral Spirit'; typescript of 'Dr Faust's Sea-

Spiral Spirit' with corrections; list of instructions for the typing of 'Dr Faust's Sea-Spiral Spirit'.

179
Typed copy of 'The Wise Wound' with corrections written on it and sections crossed out.  The notes are particularly interesting as many had to be left 

out or cut down for publication, and we can see from this copy where the editing took place.

180
Good typed copy of 'The Wise Wound' before editing.  What appears as the epilogue in the new revised edition (1986) is part of chapter two, 'The 

Menstrual Epidemic', in this typed version.  Also, the omitted chapter eight, entitled 'The Menstruous Traveller', is in this version, as are the full notes.
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181

This is a selection of typed information which looks like the primary research for 'The Wise Wound'.  Some of the bundles have titles on the top:- 

'Animus - Animal - Anima', discussing the recommendations of a Dr Harding in relation to menstruation; 'Animus - Anima?', discussing anthropology, 

dreams, menstruation and the social context; 'Medical Model', discussing the cycle in light of studies from around the world; 'The Erotic Arts: Peter 

Webb: Secker and Warburg 1975', what looks like notes on this book; 'EEG', discussion of brain-waves, ESP, energies and psychoanalysis; 'An 

Introduction to the Study of Man: J. Z. Young: Oxford at the Clarendon Press 1971', discussion of the oestrus cycle; 'Does The Moon Menstruate? 

(Human Behaviour, Vol I, Nov-Dec 1972)', relation of murders to the phases of the moon; 'Einstein', discussion of patriarchy and Relativity; 'Animals', 

discussion of the relationship between inner and outer, the sexes, mother and daughter, and a water-riddle; 'Preface (not quite - later chapter)', 

discussing women's place in today's society in relation to religions; 'Medical', discussing an original matriarchy, psychoanalysis, in particular the Oedipus 

Complex, and relations with the mother; 'White Goddess', discussing the white goddess and black goddess, Klein, Ehrenzweig, and dreams; 'A Book of 

Questions: What is the Bleeding For?', discussing dysmenorrhoea; 'Medical Model', discussing an essay by Paul M. Faergeman in the Psychoanalytic 

Quarterly (Vol 24, 1955) about the effect of women's menstruation on men's mental development, and male envy for the woman and the woman's 

functions; information from 'Monograph of psychologically physically conditioned disturbance of menstruation in German 1938 (Abstract no. 3734, 

1939) Schoebel'; notes on a book 'The Biology of Dreaming by Ernest Hartmann'; 'Handling Power', discussing the Rabbis in relation to menstruation; 

'Menstruation and the Lawgivers', in relation to the period and taboos; 'Essay on Exorcist', though the notes discuss mainly the prohibitions against 

menstruation and the menstruating woman both culturally and religiously, Georg Groddeck's 'Book of the It' and other medical literature, various 

theories on the reasons for menstruation, and a discussion on Freud and Jung in relation to menstruation; 'Started Lady-Day (Day of Isis) 25 March 1975', 

discussing Christian religion and menstruation, the process of the sperm in its attempts to fertilise the ovum, the witch's cradle, the crucifix and the fact 

that the head leans to the right, aggression in our society, and horror films; 'Dreams', discussing images, image-making, and Groddeck's 'Book of the It'; 

'The Body in Hysteria', discussing myth and ritual, the Animus, and in particular an essay written by Emma Jung on 'Animus and Anima', a paper by 

Barbara Hannah called 'Guild of Pastoral Psychology lecture no 7', and Esther Harding's book 'Woman's Mysteries' (the full title is 'Woman's Mysteries,  

Ancient and Modern', Longmans, Green and co., 1935); something called 'Journey Prayer', followed by a discussion of dreams, menstruation and the pill, 

and some recorded dreams.  The remaining bundles have no titles on them - they seem to be discussions on aggression, and Bruno Bettelheim's 

'Symbolic Wounds'; how menstruating women are treated in different cultures and the image of the snake, and various taboos surrounding 

menstruating women; a discussion of totemic animals and a story about a woman with an ugly son and a beautiful son (told in Graves' 'The White 

Goddess', Faber and Faber, 1948); a discussion of Blake and his relationship with his wife in light of the poetry; records of dreams; discussion of 

menstruation in relation to Freud, Jung, and menstruation as an evolutionary step; discussion of a work of art and its process, in relation to the period; 

discussion of the moon in relation to peoples and to sacrifice.

182
Archaeological samples of a section of Belgic cooking vessel, fragments of Roman painted wall plaster, a shard of Samian ware, a roofing nail, lip of a 

Romano-British cooking (maybe) vessel, and a fragment of Roman floor tile.
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183

Notes written on postcards for corrections to 'In The Country of the Skin' and 'Miss Carstairs Dressed For Blooding'; acknowledgement card for the 

manuscript of 'The God of Glass'; acknowledgment cards for the proofs and corrections of 'Sons of my Skin'; acknowledgment cards for proofs and 

manuscript of 'The Terrors of Dr Treviles'; compliment card from Francis McCullough of Harper and Row, Publishers; four pages of typed and 

handwritten notes (plus one blank page) mentioning Sinbad II, along with a compliment slip for Andor Films Limited, with Mr Wanamaker's name on it; 

house note (from Routledge and Kegan Paul Ltd) regarding the title of the new Peter Redgrove book, 'Sons of my Skin'; outline of 'The Terrors of Dr 

Treviles'; a page of autobiographical material about Peter Redgrove (see letter with Ref No 183 . 68, dated 01/09/76); proof of index of titles and first 

lines for 'Sons of my Skin' (see letters with Ref No 183 . 61); cover note for the proofs of 'Sons of my Skin'; note relating to the proofs of 'The Terrors of 

Dr Treviles'; two certificates of posting that came attached to letter dated 14/09/73, Ref No 183 . 04, sending 'The Terrors of Dr Treviles' to Norman 

Franklin and Christopher Holme; certificate of posting to Nigel Williams (20 December) and an A4 piece of paper with notes on extra pages for 'The 

Terrors of Dr Treviles' written in marker pen - both these came with letter dated 10/12/73, Ref No 183 . 15; copy of draft contract for untitled half hour 

play for Thames Television (play is 'Miss Carstairs Dressed For Blooding') - see letter dated 06/03/74, Ref No 183 . 21; certificate of posting to Joan 

Rodker, dated 12/03/74; certificate of posting dated 16/04/74 sent to what looks like Tara Prem; a list of signs used in correcting proofs, a cover note of 

the proofs for 'The Terrors of Dr Treviles', and a cover note for the original typescript folios of 'The Terrors of Dr Treviles' (see letter with Ref No 183 . 

34); compliment slip from Routledge and Kegan Paul Ltd with the change of title for 'Sons of my Skin: Selected Poems...'; acknowledgement card from 

Routledge and Kegan Paul Ltd for the manuscript of 'The Holy Sinner'; eight handwritten, miscellaneous notes; copy of 'Miss Carstairs Dressed For 

Blooding' which came attached to letter dated 06/03/74, Ref No 183 . 20
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184

Brochures about the Arvon Foundation sent by Peter F. Mason (Ref No 184 . 03); three pages of untitled verse, first lines of page one "The victim sunk 

down/the blissful october glove", first lines of page two "Broke out in tears/Havn't cried in years", first lines of page three "She slept beneath the 

snow/and in the wind answered", sent by Piers Cutler (Ref No 184 . 04); envelope for letter from Jed Rasula, Ref 184 . 22; three poems entitled 'The 

Gatekeeper', 'The Culprit', and 'The Guide', (see Ref No 184 . 24, from Ted Hughes); two versions of Redgrove's introduction to the Arvon poetry 

anthology, entitled 'Lamb and Thundercloud', and also a certificate of posting - these are in connection with the letters with Ref No 184 . 26; poem 

entitled 'Almost A Love Poem For Judy' by Dick Forman, sent to Redgrove by John Moat with his letter of 21/05/74, Ref No 184 . 26; three pages of 

handwritten notes which were attached to letter with Ref No 184 . 27; two pages of handwritten notes which were attached to letter with Ref No 184 . 

40; envelope for letter from Peter Neale, Ref 184 . 42; typed note about the Gulbenkian Artist In Residence, which was attached to letter from Ted 

Hughes, Ref. 184 . 43; thankyou card to Peter Redgrove from his father, Gordon James Redgrove, for a poem that Redgrove dedicated to him; greetings 

telegram from Penelope Shuttle and Zoe; birthday cards from Redgrove's father, Nan, and children; invitation to Redgrove and Shuttle to attend a 

private viewing of an exhibition by Philip Sutton, dated January 24th 1977; photograph of Penelope Shuttle holding a copy of 'Wailing Monkey 

Embracing A Tree'; details of Writer in Residence at the central library in Sutton; copy of an interview with P. J. Kavanagh by Bill Scammell called Happy 

Man, which appeared in SW4; photocopied details of 600 Mile Nile Cruises (W. F. & R. K. Swan (Hellenic) Ltd.); postcard to order brochures from W. F. & 

R. K. Swan (Hellenic) Ltd.; Brymon Airways flight details between London and Newquay; seven pages of word games; family note.

185

Acknowledgement of receipt for 'Dance The Putrefact' from the BBC; form B. I. (C) for Peter Redgrove's poem written for 'Westward Look, no 4'; page of 

typed notes entitled 'Working with Words' (see Ref No 185 . 01); two copies of form B. I. (C) for Peter Redgrove's 'The Holy Sinner', and a copy of form B. 

I. (C) for a special payment with regards the same script (see Ref No 185 . 05); copy of form B. I. (C) for Peter Redgrove's 'The God of Glass'; telephone 

number for S. Sager; piece written by Brian Miller for Playbill about 'The Holy Sinner' (see letter with Ref No 185 . 13); poems by Brian Miller entitled 

'Gently on Gestures' and 'Resolution Strikes Again' (see Ref No 185 . 17); notes, both typed and written, about various scripts sent to the BBC (see letter 

with Ref No 185 . 19, dated 17/05/76); two notes concerning Brian (Miller).
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232

Jenne Casarotto business card; Routledge and Kegan Paul acknowledgement card; Anthony Sheil Associates compliment slip; Gollancz and Pan/Picador 

competition leaflet; note on Sons Of My Skin; note on Routledge US Sales; note on Two-Tiered Argument; note on book retainer; notes on asking for a 

new contract from Arrowsmith; Three Anthony Sheil Associates Ltd acknowledgement Postcards; postcard dated 04/11/77 from Anthony Sheil 

Associates Ltd referring to 'The Wise Wound' already being published and an enclosed letter; compliment slip dated 14/12/77 from Anthony Sheil 

Associates Ltd referring to a contract; compliment slip from Anthony Sheil Associates Ltd dated 31/01/78 referring to enclosed manuscripts of 'The Sleep 

of the Great Hypnotist' and 'The Guided Quest'; list of Penelope Shuttle's works; list of places that review copies of 'Sons of my Skin' was sent out to; 

copy of poem by Giles Gordon entitled 'A Beginning', and the first lines of 'The Phoenix, translated by Kevin Crossley-Holland - both appeared in The 

Scotsman, 15/05/76; ticket order form for the Imperial Tobacco Awards for Radio ceremony; copy letter by Adrian Mitchell with regards Imperial 

Tobacco Awards - see letter dated 30/09/76, Ref No 232 .56; Gollancz an Pan/Picador Fantasy Competition information leaflet.

233

Handwritten note on Routledge; ripped section of Poetry Book Society magazine; note from The Writers' Guild of Great Britain concerning BBC - All 

Rights Contract; annual report of The Writers' Guild, 75-1976; copy of Quick Guide 8 - publishing contracts; copy of 'The happy hack' by Derek Parker; 

copy of 'Defamation: the Faulks Report' by Michael Gilbert; BBC Fees for Radio Drama information sheet; pp. 5-6 of Writers News, October 1978; page 

from The Guardian, 26th October 1977, article by Alex Hamilton; pp. 815-816 from The Listener, 23rd June 1977; circulars from The Writers' Guild, 

regarding ITV - New Fees, BBC Radio - New Fees, ITCA Negotiations, New BBC Television Fees, Rights (and Wrongs) and VAT, BBC Radio Agreement, 

Screenplay Fees - Film Production Association, standard terms and conditions contract for screenwriters (stapled to a page from Writers' Newsletter, 

March 1979); copy of Writers' News, February 1978; complete copies of Writers' News - August 1976, December 75, January-February 1976, March 

1976; incomplete copies of Writers' News - October 75, June-July 1976, September 1976; pp. 3-6 of a copy of Writers' News, date unknown, with article 

on Book Publishing in Britain highlighted; pp. 3-4 of a copy of Writers' News, article called 'Son Of Thames Television Is A Winner', and new pay for 

Original Teleplays, etc, from 1st July 75; letter from The Writers' Guild concerning Stage Playwrights; circular from The Writers' Guild concerning Short 

Term Aims (new standard agreement), Long Term Aims - recruitment, Proposal For A Register Of Non-Fiction Books In Production; article on Literature 

(from a Labour Green Paper); copy of Newsletter, December 1977, regarding BBC Offer on Talks/Features Fees; copy of The Radiowriters Association 

letter, September 75, regarding Radio Fees, stapled to information about the Imperial Tobacco Awards for Radio; copy of Obscene Publications 

questionnaire concerning a possible change in the law with regards the Obscene Publications Act 1959; terms of agreement for the delivery of 'The Wise 

Wound'; review of Weideger's 'Menstruation and Menopause', from Virginia Kirkus; letter by Norman Franklin to the Times regarding registered 

documents; four copies of quote from Massey's 'The Natural Genesis' that Redgrove used in 'The Glass Cottage' (see letters with Ref No 233 . 04).
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234

Ripped out articles from The Guardian, 4th March 1978 - 'Sacking of Man From Pru Upheld' and ''Where Truth Means Out', both concerned with mental 

illness; advertisements for employment; a copy of an article written by Peter Redgrove entitles 'A job for writers'; six copies of outline of Complimentary 

Studies course for Autumn Term 1972; two copies of pp. 5-6, 11-12, of The Teacher, September 28th 1973 - article by Peter Redgrove entitled 'Of course 

you can teach people to write'; a copy of advertisement for 'The Making of Poetry' course, beginning 20th October 1972, at Falmouth Art School, (dated 

08/04/73); copy of poem 'Soft As The Skin of a Dove's Eye; advert for Northern Arts Literary Fellowship; details for position of Chair and Headship of the 

Department of English at the University of Birmingham; details for post of Director at the Victorian College of Arts.

235

Copies of claim forms from The Scottish Arts Council; copy of 'My Uncle Eustace - Maker of Rings' by Deric Bolton; two copies of the 'Lancaster Literature 

Festival, Poems 84' booklet, consisting of poems on the theme "Time", selected by Peter Redgrove and Penelope Shuttle; copy of 'Poems for Lunch', the 

booklet by poets from Tunbridge Wells and around, from the Pantiles Writers' Workshop; copy of 'London Review of Books', volume 4, number 16, 2nd - 

15th September 1982, with an article in it by Graham Bradshaw entitled 'Hamlet in the Prison of Arden'; 'A Celebration of Frances Horovitz' leaflet; poem 

by Gillian Clarke entitled 'October (for Frances)'; eleven pages of handwritten notes (re: meetings);  photograph of Penelope Shuttle and another woman 

(unknown); various poems by Peter Redgrove, Penelope Shuttle, Gillian Clarke, Neville Hodgson, Patricia Pogson, Renée Gregario, Geoffrey Holloway, 

John Wakeman, John 'L', Tom Rawling, and some anonymous ones; list of venues for writers' tours; envelope from Ian Campbell; copy production 

agreement for 'About Time'; card detailing William Morris and John Ruskin programmes (see letter dated 14/06/83, Ref No 235 . 05; copy of 'Night 

Travellers' and 'Blackie' (see 235 . 08); part of report, 'Research Into The Economic Situation Regarding Poets and Poetry in the Countries of the EEC', 

concentrating on Scotland; copy of a newspaper cutting, with a picture of Tessa Ransford, John Bate, and Dr Hilda (D.) Spear; leaflet for "School of Poets" 

lecture; information leaflet about the "School of Poets"; information leaflet on the SPLA (Scottish Poetry Library Association) - see letter dated 16/08/83, 

Ref No 235 . 10; some pages from 'Scots Magazine', November 1983; page of handwritten notes with "Graham" written on the top; telephone number 

for Stephen Parr; copy of 'Seeing Stone' and 'The Man Who Wrote Stones' (see letter dated 27/09/83, Ref no 235 . 15); copy of 'The Tlingit Mask'; two 

pages of biographical details; photographs of the inside of a church (see letter dated 01/11/83, Ref No 235 . 19); list of anthology poems for the 

Lancaster Literature Festival; copy of train timetable to Lancaster, and programme for Lancaster Literature Festival 1984; list of Writers' Evenings for the 

University of Dundee 1983-84; piece written by Nicky Singer on Martha Rosler (see letter dated 22/02/84, Ref No 235 . 27); Martha Rosler piece from 

ICA catalogue, 1982 (see letter dated 26/02/84, Ref No 235 . 27); address and telephone number for Jay Ramsay; Ramsay's CV, two 'Angels of Fire' 

posters, random extracts from Ramsay's 'the poem', and an 'Angels of Fire' leaflet (see letter dated 06/03/84, Ref no 235 . 28); sketch of Redgrove 

(letter dated 27/03/84, Ref 235 . 29); copy of 'Conversions' and 'Retrospect' (Ref 235 . 35); copy of 'Slaughter Yard' (Ref No 235 . 36); a copy of the 

general letter sent out by Martin Gray regarding readings by Dannie Abse, and Peter Redgrove and Penelope Shuttle (see Ref No 235 . 02, dated 

02/02/83).
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235 a

Copy of 'Ted Hughes' "Crow" as Trickster-Hero' by Graham Bradshaw; copy of article entitled 'A Reply to my Critics' by Ted Hughes, regarding 'Crow'; 

copy of 'Reflection - Freud and the Soul', from The New Yorker, March 1st, 1982, by Bruno Bettelheim; copy of 'Ted Hughes and Shakespeare: Visions of 

the Goddess' by Graham Bradshaw (1981) and 'Inside the Tiger: Chapter five - Creative Mythology in "Cave Birds"', presumably by Graham Bradshaw 

(1980-1981); copy of article 'The Cult of Irrationality - Ted Hughes and his Critics' by Graham Bradshaw.

235 b
Copy of degree plan for Tara Lumpkin, begun September 1984; eleven pages of handwritten notes and diagrams; leaflet for Regent House (Cornwall); 

copy of evaluation form for Tara Lumpkin.

235 c

Copy of evaluation form for Renée Gregario; copies of prose and poetry by Renée Gregario - some of them are dated between 1982 and 1984, and part 

of it consisting of a dream journal; eleven pages of handwritten notes and diagrams; notes on two tutorials between Penelope Shuttle and Renée 

Gregario, dated 17th and 19th April 1984; addresses for Judy Benson and Renée Gregario.   The dream journal is restricted.
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236

Reviews of 'Dr Faust's Sea-Spiral Spirit': New Statesman - 21/07/72 (3 copies), TLS - 11/08/72 (2 copies), Irish Times - 19/08/72 (2 copies), Teacher - 

01/09/72, Sunday Times - 03/09/72 (2 copies), Observer - 03/09/72 (2 copies), Guardian - 14/09/72 (3 copies), Spectator - 07/10/72, Yorkshire Post - 

26/10/72, Tribune - 08/12/72, London Magazine - December 1972/January 1973, TES - 19/01/73, Listener - 22/03/73 (2 copies; review of 'In The 

Country of the Skin' on the other side), Outposts  - undated. Reviews of 'Work in Progress': London Magazine - October 1969, TLS - 07/08/69, New 

Statesman - 17/10/69 (2 copies), Poetry (US) - May 1971, Cornish Review - undated. Reviews of 'The Nature of Cold Weather': New Poetry - 10/12/61, 

Guardian - 15/12/61, Observer - 17/12/61 (3 copies), New Statesman - 05/01/62 (2 copies), Sunday Times - 28/01/62 (3 copies), Listener - 08/02/62 (2 

copies), TLS - 16/02/62, Tablet - 28/04/62, Critical Quarterly - Spring 1962 (2 copies), London Magazine - undated. Reviews of 'The Force and Other 

Poems': TLS - 23/02/67, Spectator - 17/02/67, New Statesman - 03/02/67, Tablet - 18/03/67, London Magazine - March 1967, Books and Bookmen - 

March 1967, Times - 06/04/67, Stand  - 1968, Cornish Review - undated, Poetry Review - Spring 1967, Guardian - undated. Reviews of 'In The Country of 

the Skin': Times - 18/05/72, Bookseller - 27/05/72, Irish Times - March 1973, Northern Echo - 23/03/73, Yorkshire Post - 22/03/73, Cork Examiner - 

15/03/73, Financial Times - 22/03/73, TLS - 13/04/73, Times - 22/.03/73 (2 copies), TLS - 23/03/73 (2 copies), Observer - 25/03/73 (2 copies), Guardian - 

22/03/73 (2 copies), Listener - 22/03/73 (2 copies), Tablet - 07/04/73, Evening Press - 03/04/73, Hibernia - 13/04/73, New Statesman - 04/05/73, 

Scotsman - undated, Glasgow Herald - undated. Reviews of 'Three Pieces for Voices': Teacher - 14/07/72, Sunday Times - 23/07/72 (2 copies). Reviews of 

'Love's Journeys': Guardian - 13/05/71, Poetry Review - Summer 1971, Contrasts  - undated. Reviews of 'At the White Monument': Listener - November 

1963. Review in New Poetry (25/02/67) about Redgrove, Auden, Garioch, Levi and Stevie Smith; piece from Guardian (undated) on Redgrove winning 

the Guardian fiction prize for 1973; copy of an advert for a reading by Redgrove and Thom Gunn from New York Times (25/02/62); four copies of TES 

profile on Redgrove (24/03/72); piece in The Packet (14/04/72) on Redgrove's being chosen by the TLS as the subject for a profile; poem by Redgrove, 

'The Church At Worms', appearing in New Statesman (26/05/72); piece in Stroud News about the Stroud Festival International Poetry Competition 

(19/10/72); two copies of a piece in The Packet about Redgrove winning an Arts Council award (13/07/73); piece in Buffalo Evening News (30/08/61) 

mentioning Redgrove; Buffalo Evening News piece on Redgrove and David X. Sharpe (12/08/61); photograph of Redgrove from Courier-Express 

(27/08/61); piece on Redgrove and George Starbuck (name of publication does not appear on it, and it is undated, but it refers to the piece in the 

Garlin); piece in Garlin on Redgrove and George Starbuck doing a reading (undated). Letters to The Listener, 11/01/62, mentioning 'The Nature of Cold 

Weather'; piece in The Listener, 18/01/62, on a documentary called 'The Lonely Shore', and mentioning 'Mr Waterman' (2 copies); piece from Poetry 

(May 1962), mentioning 'The Nature of Cold Weather'; piece from TLS (29/01/70), mentioning 'Work in Progress'; piece from New Worlds (February 

1970), discussing 'Work in Progress'; snippet from the Times on poets for Camden Festival (24/04/70); piece from Guardian ( 24/04/72) mentioning 

Redgrove; mention of 'Dr Faust's Sea-Spiral Spirit', 'At the White Monument', and 'The Force' in Bookseller (12/08/72); piece from Guardian, 30/08/72, 

on Review magazine; TLS piece (15/09/72) on the Public Lending Right and Review magazine; critical piece in the TLS (20/10/72) on 'British Poetry since 

1960'; piece on new poetry from Books

237

Notes about superannuation and pension; layout of Redgrove's personal plans (03/08/73); a page of letters from Author (Summer 1973); receipt for 

books from Daily Telegraph with notes on the other side with regards Farrell (of Farrell, Jackson, Dickinson & Co.); part of a page of letters from the Mail 

(26/04/76); an article on hardship from the Times (20/09/73).
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238

Reviews of 'Sons of my Skin': Listener - 20/11/75 (3 copies, one of which is an initial copy which is slightly changed for the Listener - see letter dated 19th 

August 75, Ref No 238 . 25), Daily Telegraph - 14/08/75, Sunday Times - 15/02/76, Times - 07/08/75, Guardian - 12/06/75, copy of a review by Martin 

Booth, possibly for Tribune (see letter dated 24th May 75, Ref No 238 . 22). Reviews of 'Terrors of Dr Treviles': Times - 26/09/74, New Statesman - 

27/09/74 (2 copies), Guardian - 26th September (we are not given the year, but probably 1974.  2 copies - one has a small piece about Redgrove and 

Shuttle on it from the Times, also 26th September), Sunday Times - 29/09/74 (3 copies), Observer - 06/10/74 (2 copies), TLS - 25/10/74 (see letter dated 

30th October 1974, Ref No 238 . 17), Irish Times - undated. Reviews of 'The Glass Cottage': Hibernia - undated, Evening Herald - 19/11/76, Observer - 

03/10/76 (2 copies), Guardian - 23/09/76, Sunday Times - 26/09/76, New Statesman - 24/09/76, Glasgow Herald - 23/09/76, Manchester Evening News - 

14/10/76, TLS - 24/09/76, letter to TLS (reply to review in the TLS of 24/09/76) by Redgrove and Shuttle - 08/10/76, two compliment slips from 

Routledge and Kegan Paul Ltd. Reviews of 'Rainsplitter in the Zodiac Garden' (Penelope Shuttle): Sunday Times - 13/02/77 (2 copies), Financial Times - 

28/01/77, Times - 27/01/77, Spectator - 29/01/77, Guardian - 27/01/77, Sunday Telegraph - 30/01/77 (2 copies), Observer - 30/01/77, TLS - 28/01/77. 

Piece on Redgrove resigning professorship (O'Connor Chair) at Colgate University - Falmouth packet (30/05/75); piece on Redgrove assuming the 

O'Connor Chair at Colgate University - The Colgate Maroon (17/09/74); letter to The Colgate Maroon about Redgrove and Shuttle (17/09/74) and letters 

with regards Redgrove's resignation from the O'Connor Chair (21/02/75, 25/02/75, 04/03/75); piece on Redgrove with regards The Poetry Centre - The 

Colgate Maroon (18/02/75); advert on Redgrove by Routledge and Kegan Paul Ltd (the name of the publication is not on it, and it is undated); picture of 

Redgrove - TES (24/03/72); piece on Redgrove entitled 'Faust and Foremost' - Arts Guardian (30/11/73); copy of piece by Roger Stennett on Peter 

Redgrove (we are not told where it is from, and it is undated, but see letter dated 6th May 75, Ref No 238 . 20); copy of article that appeared in Cornish 

Life (Vol 2, No 9) entitled 'Poetic Encounter'; copy of Cornish Life (Vol 2, No 9) with article 'Poetic Encounter' inside; mention of 'The Glass Cottage', 

'Rainsplitter in the Zodiac Garden' and 'In The Country of the Skin' - Guardian (15/01/76). Article called 'What's Novel' - Guardian (21/10/76); piece in 

Gloucestershire Echo entitled 'Passionate Poetry of Yevtushenko (24/09/75); review of 'A Book of Contemporary Nightmares' (name of publication or 

date not on the piece), entitled 'Dreaming to Order'; article from New York Times Book Review, entitled 'The British Poetries' - 19/01/75 (5 copies); 

piece on Redgrove from Contrasts - No 7; piece from The Hudson Review - undated (entitled 'The Present Condition of British Poetry'); The Private 

Library - Autumn 1971 (piece entitled 'The Poet and Printer Press'); piece on 'The Glass Cottage' in Contemporary Review (January 1977); entry for 'Dr 

Faust's Sea-Spiral Spirit' in Book Review Digest - 1973. Script of radio interview between Billington (interviewer), Alvarez, Vaizey and Cushman discussing 

'Sons of my Skin', broadcast on BBC radio, sent to Redgrove by Routledge and Kegan Paul Ltd (compliment slips from both BBC and Routledge and Kegan 

Paul Ltd); typed copy of introduction to 'Sons of my Skin' by Marie Peel; copy of a critique of 'The Terrors of Dr Treviles' by Amy Ligget (January 75); copy 

of an essay on the poem 'In Trelissick Gardens' by Redgrove, and a copy of a poem called 'Fox Rosehill Gardens' - Kate Raby. Various CV material on 

Redgrove including a typed copy of the entry for Who's Who (from the International Biographical Centre),
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239

Guardian acknowledgement postcard; three stamped addressed envelopes for P. Ryan; photocopied piece from London Magazine (December 1978 / 

January 1979) on Craig Raine; poem by D. J. Enright, called 'After Brecht and his Mask', TLS, 25/11/77; Colin Falck piece for New Review, Vol. 2, Number 

17, entitled 'Straying to the Savage'; letter to The Listener (19/08/76) from E. R. Talbot, regarding Christianity and atheism, and using a wine metaphor; 

piece in the TLS (20/05/77) by Roger Garfitt entitled 'Secret Doors Galore'; advertisement for a Creative Writing Fellowship, Guardian (17/08/76); poem 

by Peter Redgrove for George Newson called 'Love Is Not Love Which Alters When It Alteration Finds', attached to some notes (see letters with Ref No 

239 . 06); copies of two poems, 'Buzzard Soaring' and 'Rosehill 5', by Roger Garfitt; review by P. J. Kavanagh of 'The Glass Cottage'; The Cheltenham 

Festival of Literature programme (1976); poem by Abigail Mozley called 'The Pumpkin-Coloured Lampshade Paints Things Red'; two poems by Adam 

Hopkins, 'Poem For My Wife Who Planted Yew Trees In June 1976' and 'For Antonio Machado and Miguel Hernandez'; copy of a letter to the TLS 

(21/01/77) from Alan Tarling with regards small presses; copy of article by Jenny Stratford entitled 'Printing For Its Own Sake' (TLS - 31/12/76), with 

regards small presses; some pages of notes from a book by Peter Ryan on Eskimo oral literature (unpublished at the time - see letters with Ref No 239 . 

33); poems by Anne Stevenson entitled 'Moon', 'Man Writing Bad Poems', 'Thanks For A Lovely Party', 'Nerthus', and 'Martyrs'; poems by Geoffrey 

Dutton (sent by Anne Stevenson) entitled 'Timberline', 'Foundation', 'Cutting a Trail', and 'Violets'; article in the TLS (08/04/77) by Bridget O'Toole 

entitled 'The Animal Continuum; article by David Holbrook called 'The Pollution of the Inner World' which discusses pornography, censorship and 

subliminal messages, in relation to the film, The Exorcist (director WIlliam Friedkin, 1973); 'Statement Prepared for the Subcommittee on Postal 

Operations - Hearings at the House of Representatives' by Natalie Shainess, MD, which discusses pornography with reference to the findings of the 

President's Commission on Pornography; three pages of notes related to letters with Ref No 239 . 43; article by David Holbrook entitled 'Who Dare 

Speak of Love?'; list of works by David Holbrook; list of Work in Hand, by David Holbrook; page from 'Tract' (Independent Journal) with an extract of a 

discussion by Peter Abbs, 'Mass Culture and Mimesis'; poems by Claire Glasman - 'Heart', 'Untitled' (written in Jerusalem), 'An Honour', 'Daughter', 

'Untitled' (as yet), 'Calendar Poem'; poems by Stewart Brown - 'A Gate', 'Dandelion, Flint and Toadstool'; letter from John Morrison to the NS (New 

Statesman) about a poem by Craig Raine entitled 'The Big Fight'; card of 'The Piper' from Samuel Palmer's 1824 Sketch-book; note on four functions for 

poetry (see letters with Ref No 239 . 77); poem by Margaret Diggle entitled 'My Cat Muse'; note connected with the letters with Ref No 239 . 79.
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